Commissioners Present: Cam Brown, Terry French and Tim Lewis
Chief David Coursey
Secretary: Diana Kindell

Chairman Cam Brown opened the meeting at 7:05 pm.

Daniel Boynton of NH Firemen’s Association presented information regarding their supplemental insurance plan. The only limitation to the plan is age – must be 18 years old. The coverage starts when the pager goes off and runs through to their first stop upon leaving the station. Their year runs from September to September. The cost is $20 per year which can be paid one of three ways – out of pocket from the member, department budget or association fees. Should an insured member leave the department the coverage would revert to a replacement member – it does not go with the member leaving.

There will be further discussion on this in the near future.

Minutes: The minutes of the October 8th meeting were approved as written.

Dry hydrant: The permit to replace this hydrant is still being worked on. As the weather is going against this job being completed this year, a request to encumber the monies will be requested. The Chief has met with DES on site and we have proceeded with the permit application as detailed to him.

Trucks: The replacement air tanks for E2 are in and Jay should be over next week to install them. Pete’s Tire Barn will replace the tires on site here. The truck is being used locally, but E3 will answer mutual aid calls. Strobe lights on the tanker were not working properly on the last call – kept going out and coming back on. Jay will look at those as well.

EMS Meeting: The Chief and Commissioners were invited to an EMS review meeting on the 15th. Cam has a work detail he cannot miss so they will ask to be rescheduled.

EMS/Fire was discussed at some length and will be further discussed at the next meeting.

The meeting adjourned at 8:40 pm.

Respectfully submitted,

Diana Kindell
Secretary